
Water machine 
with ice 

Versatility 
The machine, delivering a cycle of ice production every 12 minutes 
and natural or sparkling water, meets the expectations of the 
most demanding people in terms of usability and space 
management in the kitchen.

Ice Maker Functions Production
It produces 10 Kg.  of  ice every 24h and the  ice tray every 12', 
automatic locking of full drawer ice production,  connection to the 
drinking water network and any tank thanks to a pump, Led 
lighting and a multilingual display. 

Water dispenser functions
Dispensing  both natural and carbonated water. Still water 
temperature is the water supply temperature, while the sparkly 
water temp is between 8 ° and 11 °. With the help of a tube of 3 
mt length, you can place the CO2 cylinder, necessary to get 
sparkling water, in a place that best suits your kitchen.

Finally, in a single appliance, you can have 
the ice maker and water dispenser to have 
at any time  plenty of ice cubes or both 
natural and carbonated water , at room 
temperature rather than cold.

Optionals
_Cold water and or room temperature 
_CO2  cylinder (600g) 
_Pressure gauge
_Immersion pump
_Uv filter
_Carbon filter
_Bottom drawer
_Cold  natural and sparkling water 
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Technical datas

stainless steel 304 and glass
H 460 x W 595 x D 400 mm
H 462 x W 597 x D 422 mm
H 450 x W 560 x D 422 mm
26/32 Kg
H 550 x W 700 x D 455mm
H 250 x W 600 x D 455mm
max 32/38 Kg
schuko
H2O: 150-400kPa (1.5-4 bar)
350-500kPa (3.5-5 bar)
saturator 0.75 l
inox Aisi 1 l
R134A - 85g
<40 dBA
0,06 kW - 0,3 A
220-240V / 50/60Hz
110V/60 Hz on request
<180 kW/h (A++)
CE - EMC - SGS

 

Material:
Product dimensions: 
Measures of the forniture for flush mounting for fit for frame installation: 
Measures of the forniture for flush mounting: 
Appliance weight: 
Package dimensions: 
Package dimensions drawer: 
Gross weight: 
Standard connection cable:
Pressure H2O: 
Pressure CO2: 
Carbonation system: 
Carbonation capacity:
Refrigerant gas:
Noise level: 
Rated electrical power: 
Voltage: 
Voltage on request: 
Energy consumption in a year: 
Approvals: 
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